MAINTENANCE,
REPAIRS AND
INSTALLATIONS
HOW COOL IS
THAT?
A COMPREHENSIVE ON-SITE CHILLER
SUPPORT SERVICE COMPLEMENTING
THE UK’S LARGEST TEMPORARY
CHILLER FLEET
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MAINTENANCE
A reactive approach to chiller service and maintenance, such as repairing the chiller only when breakdowns occur, significantly increases through-life costs due to premature
component failure and inefficient energy use. Our experience demonstrates that regular planned preventative maintenance is essential to ensure efficient, trouble-free running of
any chiller system. Reducing the quality and frequency of planned maintenance is a risky false economy so call us now to discover how surprisingly inexpensive a Chiller Planned
Maintenance Agreement could be.

REPAIRS
No matter what your chiller is keeping cool - critical equipment, sensitive products or vital people - we know you demand reliability and rapid response from your chiller service
provider, at a price that won't cost the earth. Andrews Air Conditioning will ensure that even if your systems go down, your business doesn't.

l Our Rapid Response chiller service is available 24/365 - in many cases we'll be on site in under 4 hours
l Our lines are staffed 24 hours a day - so you talk to a person, not a machine
l All repairs are carried out by our friendly, in-house, fully qualified chiller Service Technicians
We only ever fit original-quality parts, not cheaper imitations and we have extensive expertise across a comprehensive range of chiller manufacturers so we'll have you up and
running faster. For major repairs, we'll provide a rapid quotation - keeping you in control.

INSTALLATIONS
Andrews Air Conditioning Services is also developing a growing reputation in the selection and installation of energy-efficient chilled water systems. We understand that every
project is unique so we will create a proposal and quotation covering everything you need - all completely free of charge and without obligation.

To give you even more peace of mind, our unique Climate Contingency Service combines regular chiller maintenance
with pre-agreed rental equipment availability in the event of a sudden emergency.
Call us today on:

0800 731 8833
airconditioningservices.com
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